. Thus, there is a division algebra D (R, C, H) with an involution over R, two finite-dimensional vector spaces over D, V and V' equipped with nondegenerate forms (,) and (,)', respectively--one hermitian and the other skewhermitian. The groups G, G' are the isometry groups of the forms (,), (,)', respectively. Let (Howe) .
correspondence, For a oeneric pair (H,H') occurrin9 in Howe's (1.4) wF(rr) z,,('r-X(WF(II))).
The equality (1.4) was proven in [P. 7.10 ] under a very strong assumption that the pair G, G' is in the stable range, with G the smaller member, and that the representation 17 is unitary and finite-dimensional.
In this paper, we propose another approach towards a proof of the conjecture (1.4). Let (R)rt denote the (distribution) character of l'I, and let Un be the lowest term in the asymptotic expansion of On at the identity, as defined in [BV] . Simi 
and if :
'-C is a continuous and rapidly decreasing function, then so is (b) zg(z) fo, p o z,(a,(z)" 9 '-)m(z, g') dl(g') (z ). 
Then (,) is a nondegenerate skew-hermitian form on V and (,)' is a nondegenerate hermitian form on V' of signature p, q. The corresponding isometry groups and Lie algebras can be represented in terms of matrices as follows: Proof. Given 
OSCILLATOR CORRESPONDENCE OF ORBITAL INTEGRALS
Clearly, S (1/2)(P P'). Notice that P + P' (P P') > 0. Thus, (1/2)(P + P') s. Hence AT.
The following lemma is well known, but for completeness we include a simple proof.
LEMMA 2.20. Let r 2 dimlt oeg/dimlt V (notice here that dima 9' dima g). y+ (P) ldetn PI td'-r)/2 dP.
One can normalize all the measures involved so that for a test function q Cc(Wmax) frvb(w) dw=ft fLq(kg(ag(z)))dkM(z, 9)dzd9 g GL (V) 
Finally, we arrive at a precise formulation of the Theorem 1.6 (a).
TI-tEOREM 2.24. Let (g x B+)
Then, with appropriate normalization of all the measures involved,
Proof. (u, v) u'Fv, (u', v')'= u"F'v' (u, v V, u', v' V' 
in terms of which we define a section of the map
We identify GL(V) with a subgroup of G' by a formula analogous to (2.5):
Then, for g GL(V) and z g, (3.8) 9(tr,(z))=a,(z)'9 -x =(zo-l, 0, F-X9').
With the notation of (3.8), we have
With the notation of (3.9), let S zF and let T FgIF. Then, Similarly, we define +(D'). ', g(T) gTO', 9(P) 9PI' (g e GL(V), S e 5f, T t', P e .ff(D')).
Moreover, we have the following formula:
T Sj) ' 1 -(oSg')(oT')-I(oS9') + (oTt')-(gSo')j.
Clearly, the action of GL(V) on 6e x ocg + preserves (6 x 0'+)+. Fix S 6 5e. Given P 6 +(D') such that P-Sj g/(D'), we will show that there is a unique T 6 g+ (D) such that (3.12) 1S_I + T Sj P. 4 Using the action of GL(V), we may assume that 00) (0 Hence, the proof of the remaining statements of Theorem 1.6 is the same as in the previous case.
